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PANABRIDGE
ADVANTAGE

PanaBridge Advantage is a lower-cost alternative to traditional major medical
coverage. It provides a combination of an a c a compliant, Self-Funded plan and
an insured Limited Benefit plan which are administered under a single platform
for ease of use by plan sponsors and their employees.
Beginning in 2014, large employers that do not provide “qualifying” coverage
may be subject to certain tax penalties. Although our PanaMed product, as
well as other limited benefit arrangements, cannot serve as “qualifying”
coverage, we are designing affordable solutions including our new PanaBridge
Advantage product – an innovative package using PanaMed in conjunction
with a qualifying arrangement, to provide an affordable benefits package that
also avoids P P A C A’s potential tax burdens.
We recognize that legislative and regulatory changes are likely. These can
come from the new Congress and Administration, regulatory actions, court
challenges, and the economics of health care. Pan‑American will continue to
focus on having a variety of product solutions for companies seeking affordable
healthcare coverage.
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NEW A C A Compliant Medical Plans
Plans that may reduce premium significantly
Turn key approach to Partially Self-Funded/Combination Product
•

Single Administration Platform from one carrier

•

Creditable coverage, a c a complaint, avoids tax penalty

Savings compared to Traditional Major Medical Plan
•

Employer Expense Predictability (partial self-funding)

Enhanced Employee Satisfaction
•

First Dollar Feature (reduce deductibles & coinsurance)

•

Easy Access to PPO Network Providers & Discount Advantages

•

Flexibility to adapt to current changing environment

Pan‑American’s single administration platform will
reduce the complexities of benefits and account
management, and it includes:
•

Enrollment and eligibility management

•

Consolidated billing and management of e r i s a plan funds

•

Claims adjudication – first-dollar health, high-deductible health,
prescription and stop-loss

•

Customer Service with insight and knowledge into every aspect of
the process

•

Web Portal access for easy online account management

•

And much more…
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How does PANABRIDGE ADVANTAGE satisfy
an employer’s potential tax penalty?
In order to avoid the tax penalty under the “employer mandate,” a large employer must
OFFER a health plan to all its full time employees that is “affordable” and provides “minimum
value.” Regulations applicable for 2014 provide that a plan will be deemed “affordable” for
an employee if the employee contribution for self-only coverage does not exceed 9.5% of
the employee’s wages. An employer can assure that its coverage offer is “affordable” to its
employees by withholding a monthly plan contribution from an employee’s wages, which
does not exceed 9.5% of the employee’s monthly wage.
A plan satisfying the employer mandate requirement must also provide “minimum value.”
Regulations have not yet been promulgated regarding the “minimum value” requirement. a c a
provides that a plan will not satisfy the “minimum value” requirement where “the plan’s share
of the total allowed costs of benefits provided under the plan is less than 60 percent of such
costs.” The ‘Essential Preventive‘ Plan should satisfy the “minimum value” requirement because
the Plan pays 100% of the cost of services covered under the plan.
However, if regulations are ultimately promulgated that impose a minimum, actuarially
projected health cost requirement for plan design, then employers can satisfy the “minimum
value” requirement by offering a Self-Funded “Essential Value” Plan, which will be administered
by Pan‑American and protected with stop loss coverage offered by Pan‑American.
Consult your Pan‑American Sales Representative regarding the projected total employer
health care costs when the Self-Funded “Essential Value” Plan is offered.
Total employer cost will depend upon:
• Future regulations which would specify a minimum, actuarially projected plan cost
• The average contribution rate from employees that participate in the Essential Value Plan
• The percentage of employees that decline coverage under the Essential Value Plan
Under most reasonable assumptions, with proper plan design, a large employer will be
economically disadvantaged by paying the p p a c a penalty, as opposed to offering a plan
that satisfies the “employer mandate.”
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Frequently Asked Questions
1. What is PanaBridge Advantage?
PanaBridge Advantage is a lower cost alternative to traditional major medical coverage.
It provides a combination of an a c a compliant, Self-Funded plan and an insured limited
benefit plan which are administered under a single platform for ease of use by plan
sponsors and their employees.
2. Why should employers offer PanaBridge Advantage?
PanaBridge Advantage helps employers manage their health care costs, including new
costs imposed by a c a, while providing valuable health benefits for their employees.
3. Which employers are eligible for PanaBridge Advantage?
Any employer with fifty or more employees looking for an alternative to the high cost of
traditional major medical coverage may benefit from PanaBridge Advantage.
4. When will PanaBridge Advantage be available?
Pan‑American has a platform available now for employers to use to help them design a
customized PanaBridge Advantage program.
5. What benefits will be available under PanaBridge Advantage?
Under this program, subject to minimum requirements imposed by e r i s a and a c a (like
preventive care services), an employer can customize the coverage offered to its employees
to fit within the employer’s budgetary constraints, while avoiding a c a penalties.
6. When do penalties go into effect for employers not offering a qualified health plan?
Is it on January 1, 2014, or on their renewal date?
Beginning January 1, 2014, each month that an employer does not offer qualifying
“minimum essential coverage” to its employees, the employer will incur a tax penalty
(assuming any employee gets a federal subsidy). Renewal dates are irrelevant.
7. What will be covered under the preventive and wellness services?
The new health care reform law requires plans to cover additional preventive care services
and eliminate member cost-sharing (copayments, deductibles, or coinsurance) for certain
in-network preventive care services. Cost-sharing requirements for preventive care services
rendered out-of-network will continue to apply.
8. Will preventive prescription drugs be covered?
In addition to any other prescription drug coverage selected by the employer as part of
its customized program, oral contraceptives and smoking cessation medication will be
covered, subject to the plan’s formulary.
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For additional information, please contact:
(800) 694-9888 ext. 890 / sales@panamericanlife.com
www.panamericanbenefits.com
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